
General Notes about Collage Projects:  
 
The project assignments are meant to be seen as guidelines for different 
conceptual/formal approaches and should be understood as flexible. They are intended to 
trigger thoughts/actions but are also open to the individual’s interests and understandings.  
You will notice that each week, after the first project, the successive ones start with 
taking a ‘snippet’ from the previous project for ‘cycling’. It is a place to start but also a 
place from which to transform further iterations.  For each project please keep in mind 
that you are asked to do multiple iterations – think of them as response studies and as a 
means through which to contemplate the act and significance of the circulation of ideas 
and materials. This is also a way to ensure that you ‘play’ with the process and ideas.  
A work generally triggers other ideas and offshoots and you are invited to respond to 
those triggers.  Give space to the potential for discovery.  
	  
If you find that you want to continue on a certain theme that is also acceptable. We can 
talk about ways to maintain a thematic focus while allowing for morphology and 
variations.  
 
Considerations of formal aspects: 
 
- what kind of flow is there across the composition?  
- is there tonal range? 
- relationship between foreground/background? 
- surface and materiality all contribute and influence meaning 
- shape, form, format, breaking out of frame 
- overall scale, watch out for working too small (better to start larger and edit back) 
- ensure sense of space is well considered 
- choices about support material 
- what and why? 
- relationships between collaged pieces (e.g., following one process strategy– what do 
you do to one piece, you might do the opposite to the other, positive/negative, echoes, 
co-evolutions, language/communications between elements, and many more. 
- juxtapositions, repetition, and also physically making materials/elements to collage, 
besides working with collections 
- problem solve and experiment 
… it’s not just a pretty picture 
 
 
Some descriptions of Collage: 
 
“Collage makes poetry with the prosaic fragments of dailiness.”  


